
Justin Bieber’s second movie Believe that will be released 
on Christmas day has all the teenage girls going crazy. The heart-
throb being only 19 and the most popular pop singer in the world 
since 2010 is outrageous. Having more than 45 million twitter 
followers and millions of albums sold throughout the world, Jus-
tin is still going strong. Will his new movie “Believe” receive as 
many awesome reviews as his last movie “Never Say Never”?

“My favorite part is literally just the intimate moments with 
the fans when I’m on that crane in the crowd with them, and I can 
see each one of their faces,” said Justin Bieber in an interview 
about the upcoming documentary. 

The “Believe” movie expresses Justin’s tough times, but 
throughout the trailers it seems as if he always keeps a smile 
on his face and stays positive. It also takes you through his life 
and shows how he’s grown to be a fantastic young musician. He 
wanted to his movie to be released on Christmas because people 
are in good moods, and he felt there couldn’t be a better time for 
it’s arrival. 

Sophomore Megan Upchurch said, “I’m really looking forward to 
seeing this movie with my friends because his last movie was so amazing 
to watch, and I can’t wait to see how’s he’s grown up and changed.”Justin 
and his team are releasing clips from his movie which are teasing belie-
bers even more. “The clips from the movie look like Justin is having a 
great time, and is happy to be in his position and he’s cute so it gets me 
even more excited to watch it,” said Upchurch. However majority of 
guys feel different about Justin Bieber than girls do. 

Sophomore Max Arbogast states, “Justin is an idiot, and he needs 
to get over himself.”Boys and girls have different opinions of how Bie-
ber is perceived. Girls get really emotional listening to his music, and 
boys get annoyed or maybe even jealous that girls pay so much attention 
to Justin and his actions. It’s probably very rare to catch guys at a Justin 
Bieber movie unless they accompany a girlfriend, or fathers that take 
their daughters to see it. 

According to Team Bieber, “Believe” is being released at the per-
fect, happiest and most loving time of the year. Justin’s mother, his danc-
er’s and everybody involved in his life will make appearances in this 
movie as well. After opening presents beliebers will most likely rush to 
the movies with their family, and have the best Christmas present ever, 
watching the movie “Believe”.
  

Justin Beibs debuts new movie, regular album, and acoustic album.
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Beliebers “Believe” in the success of JB’s upcoming movie

In ancient cultures, it was common to illustrate a person’s 
qualities by comparing them to a particular animal. For example, 
the Lakota chief Sitting Bull was so called because of his great 
strength and stubborn nature. Perhaps inspired by the am-
ple time to ponder impenetrable queries provided by 
the frigid temperatures of this fall, El Camino’s 
students have put their minds together to 
determine which animals best represent 
their beloved teachers. It should be 
noted that these comparisons are 
light hearted and are intended to 
paint the teachers in a positive 
light. 

Watching French teacher 
Mr. Manigart patrol his class-
room reminds Senior Woong Hui 
Won of the exceedingly masculine 
yet deftly intelligent gorilla. “He 
always does the chest pump. He 
also has an imaginary monkey friend. 

He is a really big guy size wise but is also really 
smart. He is a really masculine and loves to joke 
around.” Manigart’s students attest to his gorilla 
sized personality. Gorillas tend to communicate 
with each other by using gestures, body postures, 
facial expressions, vocal sounds, and chest slaps.

Sound familiar? The deliberate pace of Earth 
Science and Biology Mr. Macdonald’s educational 
method is reminiscent to watching the slow but 

steady sloth make his way up a tree. Though not 
as quick or loud as his primate cousin the howl-
ing monkey, one of the main advantages of the 
sloth is the rarity of his mistakes and wisdom of 

his judgement.  
In opposition to Mr. Macdonald’s reserved de-

meanor, Ceramics instructor Mr. Ratliff ener-
getic nature is similar to that of the small and 
lovable chinchilla. 

The chinchilla is constantly on the move 
and needs to feed its boundless reserves of energy 
with productive action. Mr. Ratliff’s enormous motorcycle collection 
and scores of handmade ceramic pieces hint at his lust for life. 

English teacher Mr. Marshall’s piercing gaze, quiet yet intense 
interest in his surroundings and wealth of somber wisdom combine to 

give him the omniscient aura of an owl. Owls represent mystery and 
wisdom, which is concurrent with Marshall’s fondness of disturbing 
gothic literature, existential musings and romantic poetry. 

Math teachers Mrs. Wong and Mrs. Riggs’ representative ani-
mal spirits both stay in the mammalian family. Riggs’ constant 

cheer and go-get-em attitude blends with her perservent dili-
gence and high work ethic. One of the hardest working ani-

mals is the beaver, whose energy fuels the constant build-
ing and rebuilding of their dams. After all, there really 
is not any substantial difference between grading math 
mid terms and building large dams. 

Senior Toby Long explained the comparison by 
saying “She is always on a routine and has a really 
positive  attitude about working hard which is pretty 
beaverish.” 

Mrs. Wong’s relation to the koala is very sim-
ple. Both share a kind demeanor and people love to 
be around them. Students flock to Wong’s room after 

school for math tutoring and during lunch for the warm 
atmosphere. Senior Paul Pearce commented “she is just a 

really friendly person.” Her place at El Camino is similar to a Koa-
la’s place in a zoo, one of the main attractions. 

The most unique spirits roaming the halls of El Camino may just 
be some of our teachers. 

El Camino teachers get sized up by their spirit animals
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